Ellen Malow
Attorney at Law
Trained Mediator & Arbitrator
Ellen is certified as a trained Mediator and Arbitrator. Ellen completed the Advanced Mediation Skills Program
at The Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution at Pepperdine School of Law. Ellen also completed a mediation
training program, a mediation observation program and an arbitration training class in Atlanta. Ellen is certified
by the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution (GODR). Ellen is registered with the following courts: Cobb
County, Gwinnett County, Clayton County and Sixth Judicial District. She is member of the American College
of Civil Trial Mediators and a member of the Georgia Chapter of The National Academy of Distinguished
Neutrals.
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Business
Real Estate
Construction (residential and commercial)
Banking
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Property Disputes
Employment
Community Associations
Landlord/tenant

“I have mediated multiple cases with Ellen and each time she was not only high on my list, but also on my
opposing counsels’ list. That speaks volumes because Ellen is neither Plaintiff nor Defendant oriented when it
comes to mediation, her only goal is mutual resolution. My cases tend to be business disputes and Ellen helps the
parties zone in on the mutual ground and works tirelessly to find enough areas of agreement that resolution
becomes inevitable. She is a terrific mediator and I give her my highest recommendation for business disputes.”
Steve Press, Attorney at Law, Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell, & Berkowitz, P.C.
"Ellen is very effective at driving compromise. She has a wide range of knowledge and gets straight to the
common sense issues for and against a case, and communicates frankly but in a non-confrontational way to
clients the reasons they need to resolve their dispute." David Pardue, Attorney at Law, Parker, Poe, Adams &
Bernstein, LLP
“Ellen is a very good mediator. She works hard and in my experience pushes both sides. She is able to gently
bond with sensitive clients or be steely tough when need be. I have had a very good success rate of settling cases
in Ellen's mediations and would certainly work with her again.” Doug Kertscher, Attorney at Law, Hill,
Kertscher & Wharton, LLP
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